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Compliance and risk solution specialist MyCaRMS has appointed two experienced risk 
professionals to its newly established Edinburgh office. Ian Wilson takes on the role of Director 
MyCaRMS UK Ltd, and Jane Ogden fulfils a Senior Associate role. 

Ian Wilson commented that ongoing changes to the financial services industry’s regulatory 
framework mean significant compliance and risk management challenges for financial 
institutions. ‘Many organisation are realising that, to weather these times successfully, they 
need an integrated compliance and risk management system.’ he said. ‘myCaRMS provides a 
terrific solution for smaller organisations looking to upgrade their risk and compliance 
approaches. I am delighted that we have been able to establish a firm base in Edinburgh, and 
together with Jane, we can bring over 60 years of risk and compliance management experience 
to support our UK clients.’ 

In addition to his role with MyCaRMS, Ian continues to run his own business, IDW Associates Ltd, 
providing risk management advisory services to a number of financial services organisations. Ian 
has held executive level positions in a number of major financial services businesses including 
Chief Risk Officer roles at Tesco Bank and GE Money UK. He is a Fellow of both the Chartered 
Institute of Bankers and the Institute of Financial Services. 

Jane Ogden is a risk professional and a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Bankers in Scotland. 
Jane has held a variety of senior roles in Operational Risk, Financial Crime Risk, Regulatory Risk 
and Credit Risk, including Head of Fraud and Operational Risk in HBOS and Head of Operational 
Risk in Tesco Bank. 

MyCaRMS UK Ltd operates out of Hudson House, Albany Street, situated in the centre of 
Edinburgh’s New Town district. Including its UK presence, myCaRMS is used by over 70 
organisations with hundreds of users across four countries. 

About MyCaRMS  
The myCaRMS solution is an affordable and intuitive system which manages the complete 
lifecycle of compliance and risk including identification, assessment, treatment and review. 

The system is highly customisable, enabling organisations to use existing methodologies, thereby 
leading to greater acceptance, allowing an opportunity to embed compliance and risk in the 
organisation. With integrated KRI and Incidents & Breaches functionality, myCaRMS facilitates 
the linking and assessment of all components often negating the need for separate registers and 
spreadsheets. 

myCaRMS is used by over 70 organisations with hundreds of users across four countries. 
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